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Abstract. The paper deals with the study of empirical models for the analysis of blasts-induced 

fragmentation. To verify the reliability of the method, the results obtained a priori through the 

application of the models are compared with the analyses of muck piles photos taken from a 

series of blasts in an open pit quarry, thanks to the Split-desktop software (Split Engineering, 

LLC, Tucson, USA). The study of the particle size distribution is very important when sizing an 

excavation site, as the average size of the pile must be compatible with the equipment used for 

clearing and conveyance, and with the first phase of the processing plant, i.e. primary crushing. 

After a description of the excavation technique in use at the quarry site, its main characteristics 

are outlined. The parameters used to create the empirical models refer to the geomechanical 

characteristics of the rock, the geometry of the blasts, the characteristics of the explosive and its 

interaction with the rock mass, paying attention to the correlation between initiation timing and 

induced fragmentation. A detailed description of some empirical models together with the Split-

desktop software were therefore provided. Thanks to both data and photos of the muck-piles 

from the exploitation at the quarry, the particle size curves resulting from each model were 

compared with those obtained from the software. This allowed to validate the empirical method 

in a preliminary design phase. 

1.  Introduction 

The production cycle of an exploitation site generally develops in two phases, that of excavation and 

that of processing. The excavation technique depends on both the type of deposit and the geomechanical 

characteristics of the exploited material. In this case, the drill and blast technique will be analysed for 

an open pit quarry. As known, this technique involves carrying out a series of cyclical operations, 

consisting of: evaluation of the geometry of the blast, choice of explosives and initiation systems, 

charging and initiation, scaling, loading, hauling and dumping. Based on the different phases of the 

cycle, there are many factors that influence and are influenced by the size of the blasted material [1]. 

Particularly, the grain size distribution and its maximum size Dmax is important, as it represents the 

maximum size that the opening of the crusher jaws can accept. Therefore, the desired fragmentation is 

a key parameter in the design of a blast [2 – 3]; it is influenced by the drilling diameter, the blasting 

pattern, the type and the amount of charge used [4]. To study the fragmentation induced by a blast, the 

geomechanical properties of the rock mass and its response to explosives have to be considered: as a 

first approximation, the impedance of the "rock-explosive" pair is a parameter that allows an a priori 

estimation of the result of a blast in a given rock mass [5]. 
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Some small-scale laboratory tests were performed to evaluate the effect of timing on fragmentation 

[3]; these tests were developed on small size limestone blocks, around 60 cm x 40 cm x 25 cm, by using 

different delay times and different patterns. The results showed that the average size decreases 

dramatically at short delay times (less than 0.1 ms), while it appears to be constant between 0.2 and 1 

ms, and increases slightly for longer delays. The research also found that timing mainly affects grains 

with larger sizes (x80), whereas finer grains (x20) behave almost the same for delays greater than 0.1 ms. 

The delay time also affects the fragmentation uniformity and it can be stated that it is greater for delay 

times of about 0.2 ms than for longer delay times (0.7 ms).  

The study of the grain size distribution from a blast can be carried out thanks to direct or indirect 

methods. The most common direct method is by sieving: the test is conducted by placing a series of 

sieves with progressively smaller mesh sizes on top of each other and passing the sample through the 

stacked sieve “tower”. Therefore, the particles are distributed as they are retained by the different sieves. 

The graphic result is the grain size distribution curve. 

Among the indirect methods, the following can be quoted: observational method; empirical methods, 

and image analysis. 

The empirical models are based on the knowledge of the type of explosive, on the delays used, on 

the geometry of the blast and the type of rock to be exploited. The most commonly used are: Kuz-Ram 

model [6]; Crush-zone model [7], KCO Model [8, 9], SveDeFo Model, [1], [10, 11], Kou-Rustan [12], 

Chung-Katsabanis [13] and xP-frag [14]. The empirical models return the percentage of passing on the 

basis of the grains size, apart from xP-frag model, which assumes a given percentage of passing and, on 

the basis of a series of parameters, quantifies its size at that percentage. 

2.  Empirical models for the definition of a grain size distribution curve 

2.1.  The Kuz-Ram model 

Some The model was first developed by Kuznetov [6] and, following numerous rearrangements by other 

authors, [15] rewrote the equation as follows: 

X̅=A∙q
-
4
5∙Q

1
6  [m] (1) 

where: �̅� is the average size distribution of the grains, A is a coefficient linked to the rock type, q is 

the powder factor, Q is the charge/hole. 

Since the (1) does not consider the type of explosive, Kuznetov [6] modified the equation by making 

q explicit with reference to the TNT equivalent. 

Later on, the formula was reinterpreted by numerous authors [15], [16], [8], [17], [18], who stated 

several empirical models to determine the average size of the muck-pile after blasting. Cunningham [15] 

rewrote the equation (1) as follows: 

x50=A∙q-0,8∙Q
1
6∙ [

E

115
]

-
19
30

  [m] (2) 

where: x50 [m] is the average grain size, Q [kg] is the charge/hole, E is the energy of the explosive 

with respect to ANFO, also known as RWS (Relative Weight Strength), 115 is the RWS of the TNT. 

An important change was made in terms of the A coefficient calculation: since it is related to the type 

and quality of the rock mass, Cunningham expressed it as a function of the discontinuities, density and 

hardness of the rock:  

A=0,06∙(RMD+RDI+HF) (3) 

where RDI (Rock Density Influence), is related to the density of the rock, according to the equation: 

DI= (25∙
ρ

1000
) -50 [

t

m3
] (4) 
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HF (Hardness Factor) can assume two values depending on the elastic modulus of the rock: HF=E/3, 

if E<50 GPa; HF=σ_c/5, if E>50GPa. 

The Rock Mass Description RDI takes into account both spacing and orientation of the 

discontinuities: it is = 10 for densely fracturing rocks, and 50 for massive rocks; if the dip angle of the 

discontinuities is greater than 30 °, it is = JF, where JF=JPS+JPA. JPS (Joint Plane Spacing) can vary 

depending on the spacing between the discontinuities: it is worth = 10 for spacing <0.1m, = 20 for 0.1m 

<spacing <oversize, and = 50 for spacing> oversize; JPA (Joint Plane Angle) can vary depending on the 

dip direction of the joints, and it is = 20 for dip out of face, = 30 for normal to face strike, = 40 for dip 

into face. Once the average size of the fragments from the blast has been evaluated, the passing % is 

calculated referring to this size. The Rosin-Rammler distribution is therefore applied: 

Rx=exp [-0,693∙ (
x

x50

)
n

 ] (5) 

where: Rx is the amount of retained material, x [mm] is the size of the grains, n is the uniformity 

index, and x50 [mm] is the average size of passing.  

To calculate the passing %, eq. (5) can be used, with some changes: 

P(x)=1-ex p(- (l n(2) ∙ (
x

x50

)
n

)) (6) 

Once the rock type is known and the explosive is chosen, the geometry of the blast can be assessed. 

There are three factors that influence both the x50 and the uniformity index: the burden, the spacing and 

the drilling diameter. It follows that: if the burden increases, x50 also increases, while n decreases; when 

the spacing increases, both n and x50 increase accordingly; the drilling diameter, being proportional to n 

and inversely proportional to the square of x50, involves an increase of the passing % [19]. 

2.2.  The Crush-zone model 

The crush-zone model [20 – 23], [2], [24], [25] assumes that the fines produced by a blast are due to 

both compression and shear failure, and that the coarse fragments are obtained due to the tensile failure. 

The crush-zone can be studied by knowing its radius rc [mm], the volume Vc that a blast-hole can crush 

and the fraction of fines Fc; different formulas can be used to calculate rc: 

Djordjevic et al. [21]: the radius of the crush-zone is estimated by equating the stress produced by a 

uniform distribution of the charge with the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock; 

rc=r0 √
(ρ

e
∙D2)

8∙σc

  [mm] (7) 

where: r0 [mm] is the hole diameter, D [m/s] is the detonation velocity, ρ
e
  [

kg

m3
] is the charge density, 

σc  [Pa] is the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock. 

Szuladzinski [24]: the rock is considered as an elastic body with a compressive capacity and strength: 

rc=√
2∙r0

2∙ρ
e
∙Q

ef

Fc
'

  [mm] (8) 

where: r0 [mm] is the hole radius, ρ
e
  [

g

mm3
] is the charge density, Q

ef
  [

N∙mm

g
] is the explosive specific 

energy, Fc
'   [MPa] is the confined dynamic compressive strength of the rock mass. Usually, Fc

' =8∙σc. 

Djordjevic [25]: the formula is based on Griffith's failure criterion: 
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rc=
r0

√
24T
Pb

  [mm] 
(9) 

where: T [Pa] is the tensile rock strength, Pb=
ρe∙D2

8
  [Pa] is the detonation pressure. 

Once the radius of the crushing zone has been calculated, the volume of fractured rock per hole Vc 

has to be quantified: 

Vc=π∙(rc
2-r0

2)∙(H-ls)  [m
3] (10) 

where: rc [m] is the radius of the crushing zone, r0 [m] is the hole radius, H [m] is the bench height, 

ls [m] is the stemming length. 

Once the volume Vc is known, the fraction of fines Fc can be calculated through the equation: 

Fc=
Vc

Bh∙S∙H
  [-] (11) 

where:  Bh=
B

co s i
 [m], i.e. the burden as a function of the hole deviation i [rad], S [m] being 

the spacing, H [m] the bench height. 

2.3.  The KCO Model 

The model is named after Kuznetsov, Cunningham and Ouchterlony and is based on the Swebrec 

function [9]. Basically, it employs a new distribution function, which replaces that of Rosin Rammler 

(6): 

P(x)=
1

1+(
l n (

xmax

x
)

l n (
xmax

x50
)
)

b
 

(12) 

where: xmax=mi n(B,S,lb)   [cm], x50  [cm] is the average size of the fragments, b is the wave 

parameter of the curve and is given by the equation: 

b=0,5∙x50
0,25

∙l n (
xmax

x50

) (13) 

This model adapts very well to fragments size 0.5 <x <500 [mm] but it is limited at the top by xmax.  

2.4.  The SveDeFo Model 

The Swedish Detonics Research Foundation [10] has developed a model that takes into account the type 

of rock mass and the geometry of the blast. Compared to the previous models, x50 is modified as follows: 

x50=
1

6,99
∙(B2∙√

1,25

S
B

)

0,29

∙ (
c

s∙q
)

1,35

 (14) 

where: x50  [m] is the average size of the fragments, B [m] the burden, S [m] the spacing, c [kg/m3 ] 

a constant depending on the rock, which is proportional to the Powder Factor, q [kg/m3] the Powder 

Factor, s the force that takes into account the heat of explosion and the volume of gaseous products; for 

ANFO, s= 0.84. 

x50 is strictly related to the ratio S/B, and increases the more S is greater than B. Another difference 

compared to the previous models can be found in the grain distribution function, as the uniformity index 

(n) changes, assuming a constant value: 
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(x)=1-ex p(-0,76∙ (
x

x50

)
1,35

) (15) 

2.5.  The Kou-Rustan Model 

It is an extension of SveDeFo, and the most influential parameters are H (bench height), B (burden) and 

S (spacing). This method was conceived for small-scale blasts, and it is expressed as: 

x50=
0,01

B0,8
 ∙
(ρ

r
∙cp)

0,6
∙(B∙S)0,5

(
Ltot

H
)

0,7

∙D0,4∙q

   [mm] (16) 

where: ρ
r
  [kg/m3] is the rock density, cp  [m/s] the P-waves velocity, Ltot [m] the total charged 

length, D [m] the detonation velocity, q [kg/m3] the Powder Factor. 

In this case, the rock is characterized by cp and ρr. The model does not suggest a formula for the 

percentage of passing: however, the Rosin Rammler distribution can be applied: 

P(x)=1-ex p(- (l n(2) ∙ (
x

x50

)
n

)) (17) 

2.6.  The Chung-Katsabanis Model 

This model proposes the Rosin Rammler distribution modified according to the Kuz-Ram model, by 

varying the uniformity index formula, as follows: 

n=
0,842

l n(x80) -l n(x50)
=

l n (
l n 5
l n 2

)

l n x80

l n x50

 (18) 

x50 and x80 can be calculated thanks to the following equations, from Kuznetsov's eq. (2): 

x50=A∙Q
e
-1,193∙B2,461∙ (

S

B
)

1,254

∙H1,266 (19) 

x80=3A∙Q
e
-1,073∙B2,43∙ (

S

B
)

1,013

∙H1,111 (20) 

The exponents of B, H and S are low and therefore these parameters can be negligible. As for x50, 

the blasting pattern can be neglected: therefore, the average size of the grains only depends on the 

specific charge. The advantage of this model is that fewer parameters are required to calculate x50 and 

x80. However, under a certain size of the fragments, the model is no longer reliable (x≅50 mm). 

2.7.  The xP-Frag Model 

The formula for calculating the average size of passing is given by the equation: 

xp=Lc∙k∙(Js+J0)∙k2
h
∙ (

σ

qe
)

κ

∙
1

Lc
λκ

∙ft(Πt) (21) 

where: Lc=√HS  [m] is the characteristic hole length, k,h,κ and λ are experimental coefficients, 

Js=min(
sj

B
,as) [–] is a factor referring to the joints spacing, sj [m] is the spacing among the 

discontinuities, k2=
B

√HS∙co s θ 
 [–] is the shape factor, σ=(σc

2)/2E  [MPa] is the rock-mass strength, 

J0=a0∙j
0
 [–] is linked to the joints orientation, j

0
 [–] can vary between 0,25 and 1, q [kg/m3 ] is the 

Powder Factor and e [MJ/kg] is the specific energy of the explosive, whereas ft(Πt) is the exponential 

of the function Πt: 
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ft(Πt)=δ1+(1-δ1-δ2∙Πt)∙ex p(-δ3〗 ∙Π_t) (22) 

Πt [-] is a timing factor expressed by equation (23); it indicates the blasting pattern geometry as a 

function of the drilling diameter (represented by the characteristic length Lt) with respect to the distance 

travelled by the longitudinal waves (P waves) during a delay interval: 

Πt=(cp∙∆t)/Lt (23) 

where: cp [m/s] is the P-waves velocity, Δt [s] is the delay among the blast-holes, Lt=S [m] is the 

spacing. 

Once the above parameters have been calculated, the model is developed in order to relate the passing 

percentage and the grain size distribution [14], [19].  

2.8.  Comparison among the empirical models 

All models are based on the type of rock, explosive, blast geometry and initiation sequence. To take into 

account the rock mass characteristics, eq. (3) can be used, as well as the rock density (ρ), the P-waves 

velocity, the orientation of the discontinuities or the uniaxial compressive strength. 

The explosives can be described referring to the Powder Factor, combined with different parameters 

such as: θ (equivalent TNT charge), E (explosive energy with respect to ANFO), D (detonation velocity) 

and ρe (density), s (relative strength, taking into account the heat of explosion and the volume of gases).  

As for the blasting pattern, the models refer to the holes’ diameter (d), burden (B), spacing (S), bench 

height (H), and sub-drilling (J); the firing sequence can be set according to the delay of each group of 

blast-holes (∆T) or to the delay accuracy (Rs).  

3.  Image Analysis Method 

The software used in the case under study is Split-desktop. It allows evaluating the size of the grains 

from photographs of the muck-pile from a blast. The photograph must be of high quality and not 

modified, in order to allow the operator to isolate the individual grains. Furthermore, the presence of at 

least one (better two) dimensional reference is essential, and there must be no distortion. Finally, the 

light in the image has to be uniform, not to lose details due to the flash or to the presence of dark areas. 

Then, the photos can be processed [26]. 

First, it’s necessary to set the scale of the photo, which can be done by entering the size of the chosen 

reference. In the case under study, a € 0.50 coin was used, by entering the size of the diameter ϕ = 24.25 

mm. Then, the fine cut off must be defined, which depends on the type of rock and the size of the grains. 

The choice of the fine cut off must also be made on the basis of the capacity/possibility of isolating the 

finest grains. The image has then to be worked manually, dividing the grains that seem assembled after 

using the fine cut off and joining, instead, the separate ones. Finally, different dimensions are set to 

create the grain size distribution curve. 

The data used for the application of the empirical models were drawn from the results of some blasts 

carried out at a limestone quarry located in northern Italy. An example of application of the Split-desktop 

software is provided with reference to figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Left: Detail of the muck-pile obtained from a blast in the quarry. A 50 cent coin was used as 

a reference for scaling the photograph. Right: Grain size distribution referred to the picture; as it’s 

noticeable, the curve is reliable up to a lower limit defined by the fines cut off which, in this case, was 

set at 32.5 mm. Moreover, the maximum size of fragments found by Split-desktop is 219.5 mm. 

The particle size distributions obtained from Split-desktop were compared with those achieved by 

the application of empirical models. By way of example, the image shown in Figure 1 is considered, 

since it returns a maximum grain size greater than the others, allowing a better comparison with the 

empirical models. 

3.1.  Development of empirical models 

Starting from data related to the blast geometry, the characteristics of the rock mass and type and amount 

of charge used, all the factors necessary to develop the models were calculated. 

The exploitation of the quarry takes place on benches with H = 15 m, B = 2 m and S = 3 m. The holes 

are drilled by a rotary-percussion top hammer with a diameter d = 101 mm and inclination α = 70°. The 

deviation of the holes W is on average 0.25 m, the stemming length ls is 5 m, the sub-drilling J is 1 m, 

and the deviation angle of the hole i is assumed to be 12°, but it can vary according to the skills of the 

operator. 

As for the characteristics of the rock mass, the useful data for the development of the models are: the 

density of the rock ρr (2710 kg/m3), the compressive strength σc (100 MPa) the elastic modulus E (45 

GPa) and the speed of the p-waves cp (5000 m/s). Furthermore, it was necessary to calculate the factor 

A (4,965) through the equation (3); therefore, RMD (50), JPS (20), JPA (30) JF (50), RDI (17,8) and 

HF (15) were assumed. 

The explosive used at the quarry is a cartridged ANFO, with specific energy Qv =3,25 MJ/kg, density 

ρe=700-735 kg/m3, detonation pressure P =4060 MPa, volume of gaseous products Vg =976 l/kg; 

detonation velocity D = 2900 m/s. 

On the basis of the data quoted above, empirical models have been developed, whose grain size 

distribution curves are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Comparison between the grain size distribution curves obtained by empirical models. 

As it can be noticed, the trend of the curves is similar, although the grain size sometimes exceeds 

that obtained by the photographs. For more detail, graphical comparisons were made between each of 

the empirical models and the distribution shown in Figure 1: they were limited to the size range between 

1 mm and 225 mm, where 1 mm is the minimum limit imposed by the reliability of the empirical models 

and 225 mm is the maximum size obtained by Split-desktop. By considering the same size, the difference 

between the curves in Figure 3 is noticeable. The Kuz-Ram model refers to a maximum grain size of 

about 2000 mm, whereas that of the reference photo is 220 mm but, not taking into account the size of 

the fragments, the trend of the curves is almost the same. The Crush-zone model behaves similarly to 

the Kuz-Ram for grains bigger than x50 = 208 mm. 

  

Figure 3. Comparison between the particle size distributions obtained with Split Desktop and those 

form Kuz-Ram and Crush-zone models. 

The trend of KCO (Figure 4) is visibly different, due to the different formulation of the distribution 

function; then, this model is not recommended for describing the particle size distribution resulting from 

blasts such as the one analysed. The Kou-Rustan model (Figure 4) behaves similarly to the Kuz-Ram 

and Crush-zone models. Unlike the latter, however, x50 is smaller, being calculated according to another 

principle. This difference means that the passing percentage, the grain size being the same, is higher, 

getting closer to the values obtained by the software, showing that the Kou-Rustan can be valid for the 

description of the muck-pile. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the particle size distributions obtained with Split Desktop and with the 

KCO and Kou-Rustan models. 

The SveDeFo model (Figure 5) seems to be the most reliable in terms of comparison with the muck-pile 

distribution from the quarry; the difference with the previous models is due to the calculation of x50: the 

average grain size equation includes, in addition to the quality of the rock mass and the type of explosive, 

the geometry of the pattern. In this case, in both curves, 100% of passing corresponds to dimensions 

having the same order of magnitude (about 230 mm). 

 

Figure 5. Comparison between the particle size distributions obtained with Split Desktop and the 

SveDeFo model. 

Though the Chung-Katsabanis model being very similar to both the Kuz-Ram and Crush-zone models, 

the trend of the particle size distribution is different (Figure 6). This can be explained by the calculation 

of the uniformity index (n), where both x50 and x80 are considered, and by the formulation of the average 

particle size, which takes into account the geometry of the blast, which vary. This causes both n and x50 

to be much smaller than in previous models. Although the xP-Frag model is different compared to the 

previous ones, it provides a good approximation of the curve obtained by Split-desktop for grains larger 

than about 40 mm. Hence, this model can be recommended in case of coarser fragments. 

  

Figure 6. Left: Comparison between the particle size distributions obtained with Split Desktop and with 

the Chung-Kastabanis model and xP-Frag. 
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4.  Conclusions 

The purpose of the paper was to provide a comparison between the best known empirical models and 

the Split-desktop software, to study the grain size distribution from excavation by Drill & Blast. The 

Split-desktop software made it possible to analyse some images depicting different portions of muck-

piles obtained in a limestone quarry. The photographs, however, were not totally characterizing, as the 

field of the images were sometimes restricted. The analysis showed that the most representative curve 

is that obtained by applying the SveDeFo model, which is the one that best approximates the distribution 

depicted by Split-desktop: both curves have the same trend and reach a 100% throughput for grains of 

the same order of magnitude. The substantial difference between this model and the others is found in 

the x50 formula which, beyond considering the parameters characterizing the explosive and the rock 

mass, also takes into account the blast geometry. In conclusion, the results obtained by some of the 

empirical models proposed are comparable with those coming from the software; they can therefore be 

a good option for the a priori analysis of fragmentation and a valid tool for sizing a blast. 
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